



NWMMOC 
VIRTUAL RALLY 2020 

COMPETITION 

GUESS THE NUMBER OF CHICKENS! 
The actual number is 26. 
Here are your entries:  

28 Martin & Jenny Howard 
25 Simon Welch; Juliet Evans (joint winners) 
24 Harry & Kath Ridley; Bracher family 
23 Gill & Andy Devey; Pam Holmes; Alison & Rob Shailes 
22 Sarah & Malcolm; Gill Waters; Jeff Hide; Ash Holmes 
21 Roger & Liz Briance; Steve Chater 
20 Andy McGuire 
19 Diana Jeremiah; Mac & Faye Jackson 

Joint winners:  
Simon Welch: “Takeaway chicken in a boot”  
  and Juliet Evans: “Hen party on tour” 
Simon wins a pocket watch 
Juliet wins a carriage clock 
Both prizes donated by Alex Alexander 
Below you will find the high-resolution photograph 
and all the captions submitted. 
Thank you all for taking part. 



“Boot coop” (Andy McGuire & Diana Jeremiah) 
“Are you yolk-ing, Henrietta?” “No, Alex isn’t looking. Get in!”  
 (Sarah Higgins &  Malcolm Delahaye) 
“Takeaway chicken in a boot” (Simon Welch) 
“Winner Winner Chicken Dinner” (Gill Waters) 
“Where’s Morris then?” (Gill Devey) 
“A Minor matter of the coop being too small!” (Andy Devey) 
“A posh chicken coup” (Harry & Kath Ridley) 
“Rocky the Rooster says, ‘Let’s go on a Chicken Run!’”  
 (Roger & Liz Briance) 
“These chicks are wishing you a cLucky Virtual Rally Day”  
 (Pam Holmes) 
“What a fine boot of Morris travellers” (Mac & Faye Jackson)  
“This battery is in the boot instead of under the bonnet”  
 (Jeff Hide) 
“ Come on hurry up you two, get your heads down so we can close the 
lid and get going, otherwise they will realise we've escaped.”🐓 🐔 🐥   
 (Steve Chater) 



“Hen party on tour” (Juliet Evans) 
"👀  Ok guys, don't forget, if you spot a moggie... RUN !”  
 (Martin & Jenny Howard) 
“Well this is a right fowl up….” (Ash Holmes) 
“Clucking ‘ell, there is an eggcellent amount of boot space back   
 here!” (Alison & Rob Shailes) 
“I never count my chickens” (Peter Baddeley) 
“ Sue's chickens were so eggcxited about a stay at home rally, 
having been cooped up for the last 3 months. They wanted to go for 
a hen night out, but at least we won’t have to shell out for petrol. 
Sorry about the Yolks.”  
 (Sarah, Andrew, Cameron, Tiree and Iona Bracher)


